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1 HP JFS 3.3 and HP OnLineJFS 3.3
Release Notes for HP-UX 11.00

NOTE This Release Notes document applies only to JFS 3.3 on HP-UX 11.00. If you
have ordered and are installing OnLineJFS 3.3 for HP-UX 11.10, do not use this
document. Instead, refer to the Release Notes for HP-UX 11.10 and the HP-UX
11.10 Installation and Configuration Notes, shipped with your HP V2500
system, for information and installation instructions for OnLineJFS 3.3 on
HP-UX 11.10.

Announcement
HP JFS 3.3 is a new version of JFS, the Journaled File System, also known as the VERITAS
File System or VxFS. HP OnLineJFS 3.3 is an optional product with advanced features. New
features in JFS 3.3 include:

• Access Control Lists (ACLs)

• New disk layout, version 4

• File system shrink enhancement

• A new command, vxtunefs , for tuning a VxFS file system.

• Performance enhancements

• New runtime licensing mechanism for the HP OnLineJFS product

All VxFS manual pages are updated, and new manual pages for JFS ACLs are included.

For more information, see the HP JFS 3.3 and HP OnLineJFS 3.3 VERITAS File System 3.3
System Administrator’s Guide available on the web at http://docs.hp.com/hpux/os , under
White Papers, in pdf format.
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What’s in This Version

Benefits

JFS 3.3 offers new features, including access control lists for finely-tuned security. It also
offers better performance and compatibility with previous versions. Installation for HP
OnLineJFS 3.3 has been streamlined; it no longer requires rebooting.

Features

Access Control Lists (ACLs)

JFS 3.3 supports access control lists(ACLs). JFS ACLs use a different format from HFS ACLs.
New commands, getacl  and setacl , operate on JFS ACLs. See aclv(5), getacl(1), setacl(1),
acl(2), and aclsort(3C). A whitepaper, JFS Access Control Lists, describing JFS ACLs and how
to use them is available on the web at http://docs.hp.com/hpux/os#papers  in pdf format.

JFS ACLs require a file system using the new disk layout, version 4.

Version 4 Disk Layout

The vxupgrade  command will upgrade a file system from an older disk layout to version 4.
See vxupgrade(1M) and mkfs_vxfs(1M).

WARNING You cannot upgrade the root (/ ) or /usr  file systems to Version 4 on an
11.00 system running JFS 3.3. Additionally, we do not advise upgrading
the /var or /opt file systems to Version 4 on an 11.00 system. These core
file systems are crucial for system recovery. The HP-UX 11.00 kernel
and emergency recovery media were built with an older version of JFS
that does not recognize the Version 4 disk layout. If these file systems
were upgraded to Version 4, your system might have errors booting
with the 11.00 kernel as delivered, or booting with the emergency
recovery media.

NOTE If you remove JFS 3.3, you will no longer have access to any file systems that
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have been upgraded to Version 4.

Performance and Tuning

JFS 3.3 generally outperforms previous releases. Design changes have reduced the number of
bottlenecks resulting from globally shared locks. JFS includes tuneables and features to
support improved performance in the OLTP, DSS, and technical compute markets.

With appropriate tuning, JFS outperforms HFS in all categories.

JFS 3.3 includes a new command, vxtunefs , for tuning a VxFS file system. See vxtunefs(1M)
and tunefstab(4). See also the HP JFS 3.3 and HP OnLineJFS 3.3 VERITAS File System 3.3
System Administrator’s Guide (available on the web at http://docs.hp.com/hpux/os , under
White Papers) for information on tuning a JFS file system.

Compatibility

JFS 3.3 uses new header files. As far as the JFS module is concerned, a well-behaved
application will not need to be recompiled, but a kernel-intrusive application will need to be
recompiled, possibly with some corresponding code changes, with the new header files. Check
with application providers before upgrading.

The vxupgrade  command will upgrade a file system from an older disk layout to version 4.
See vxupgrade(1M). However, you cannot upgrade the root (/ ) or /usr  file systems to version
4. See “Version 4 Disk Layout” for details.

The volcopy(1M) and labelit(1M) commands will be obsoleted in a future release. Use
vxdump(1M) and vxrestore(1M) for backup and restore, or use an application-specific utility.

New Licensing Strategy for HP OnLineJFS

With the JFS 3.3 release, the HP OnLineJFS product uses a runtime licensing strategy. When
you buy HP OnLineJFS, you get a system license key for it. When you install HP OnLineJFS,
you are prompted for the license key, which then enables the additional features included with
OnLineJFS. You no longer need to reboot the system after installing HP OnLineJFS.

You need to obtain a license key even if you’ve installed previous versions of OnLineJFS on
your system.

See “Installing HP OnLineJFS 3.3” for information about installing the optional HP
OnLineJFS product. See vxlicense(1M) and vxenablef(1M) for more information about
runtime licensing.
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Fixes

File System Shrink Enhancement

With the JFS version 4 disk layout in JFS 3.3, you are much less likely to encounter the file
system shrink limitation that existed in JFS versions in HP-UX 10.20 and 11.00.

Previously, JFS could not shrink a file system if there were file extents residing in the area
being reduced. Now, JFS 3.3 with the version 4 disk layout attempts to move extents off the
area of the file system being reduced. This provides a greater chance of success when
shrinking JFS file systems. However, there may still be some occasions where JFS cannot
move extents off the area of the file system being reduced, in which case a shrink would fail.

Other

When you install JFS 3.3 on an HP-UX 11.00 system, the older version of JFS (JFS 3.1) that
was on the system remains on the system, but becomes inactive. Since the JFS 3.1 product is
still installed, it can continue to be patched. If the JFS 3.3 product is removed, the older JFS
3.1 product will become active again.

File system commands have been enhanced to recognize both JFS 3.1 and JFS 3.3 file
systems; command wrappers invoke the correct version of the command. These enhanced
commands are not part of the JFS 3.3 product, but are part of the General Release Patch
Bundle, on which JFS 3.3 depends.
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Known Problems and Workarounds
The following problems were known at the time of publication of this document. For the latest
information about available patches, see the IT Resource Center:

http://ITresourcecenter.hp.com

• If you have a support contract, select Browse Support Info By Product .

• If you do not have a support contract, select Individual Patches , to search the Patch
Database. Then select HP-UX Patches , and search by the keyword “JFS 3.3 ” to get a list
of JFS 3.3 patches.

NOTE You must register with the IT Resource Center to search the patch database.

vxenablef location

• Problem: The vxenablef command is in the directory /sbin/fs/vxfs3.3/vxenablef , not
/sbin/fs/vxfs/vxenablef  as documented on the vxenablef(1M) manual page.

• Workaround: Use /sbin/fs/vxfs3.3/vxenablef  instead of /sbin/fs/vxfs/vxenablef .

vxtunefs Usage Message Lists Unavailable Options

• Problem: The vxtunefs  command produces a usage message that lists options that are
unavailable on HP-UX systems.

• Workaround:  See the vxtunefs (1M) manual page for the available options.

fsadm Erroneously Reports Failure in Setting Largefiles Flag

• Problem: When using fsadm  with the -o largefiles  option, fsadm  may report a failure
even though the command was successful. For example:

#fsadm -F vxfs -o largefiles / filesystem
vxfs fsadm: set feature (LARGEFILES) failed, errno 251

A check of the file system will show if the command was successful in setting the
largefiles  flag.

• Workaround: To check if the largefiles  flag is set, use
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fsadm -F vxfs / filesystem

fsadm Extent Fragmentation Report is Incomplete

• Problem: The fsadm extent fragmentation report is incomplete. The Free Extents By
Size  section only reports the totals of free extents up to 32 Mbytes.

• Workaround: No workaround is available.

VX_NCSIZE Parameter Has No Effect on JFS 3.3

• Problem: The VX_NCSIZE tuneable parameter, which allows you to change the size of the
directory name lookup cache, is erroneously reset to zero on JFS 3.3 systems.

• Workaround: Use the NCSIZE tuneable parameter instead of VX_NCSIZEto change the size
of the directory name lookup cache.
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Compatibility Information and Installation Requirements

Software Requirements

• HP-UX 11.00

•  One of the following bundles:

— XSWGR1100 (for servers), available on the Support Plus 11.00 media beginning March
2000

— QPK1100 (for workstations), available on the Support Plus 11.00 media beginning June
2000

Both bundles are also available from the HP Software Depot,
http://software.hp.com/SUPPORT_PLUS/

Hardware Requirements

HP 9000 System

OS Platform and Version Compatibility

HP-UX 11.00

Other Requirements

None.

Disk Space Required to Install

The following table shows the disk space required in each file system to install JFS 3.3.
Minimal additional disk space is required to install OnLineJFS 3.3 (10 Kbytes in /var  and
/usr ).

Table 1-1. Disk Space Required to Install JFS 3.3

File System Kbytes
Needed

/ 4600
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/stand 14000 - 20000

/usr 3000

/var 50

Table 1-1. Disk Space Required to Install JFS 3.3

File System Kbytes
Needed
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Installing JFS 3.3 on HP-UX 11.00

NOTE This procedure applies to JFS 3.3 on HP-UX 11.00 systems only.

Before installing JFS 3.3 on an HP-UX 11.00 system, you must first upgrade the system to
enable JFS 3.3 features by installing one of the following bundles:

• for servers: XSWGR1100 (HP-UX General Release Patches), available on the Support Plus
11.00 media beginning March 2000

• for workstations: QPK1100 (Quality Pack for HP-UX 11.00), available on the Support Plus
11.00 media beginning June 2000

NOTE If you do not have the Support Plus media, you may obtain the system patches
you need in one of the following ways:

• XSWGR1100 and QPK1100 are available from the HP Software Depot,
http://software.hp.com/SUPPORT_PLUS/

• Obtain the patches listed in Table 1-2., “List of Patches Required for JFS 3.3
on 11.00,” in the section “Patches and Fixes Required for this Version” later
in this document from any of the following locations:

— IT Resource Center: http://ITresourcecenter.hp.com

— FTP servers:

ftp://us-support.external.hp.com  or IP: 192.151.11.27  (for
customers in Asia and Americas) or

ftp://europe-support.external.hp.com  or IP: 192.6.76.201  (for
customers in Europe)

If you have questions about JFS 3.3 known problems or patches, contact the HP
Response Center at 1-800-633-3600, or contact your local country Response
Center.

NOTE You should install HP OnLineJFS 3.3 as a separate step, because it requires a
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license key. The license may not be enabled correctly if you attempt to install
the entire bundle all at once with swinstall . See the procedure in “Installing
HP OnLineJFS 3.3” for details.

Step 1. Check that you are working on an HP-UX 11.00 system:

uname -r

If you are on an HP-UX 11.00 system, the output will be: B.11.00

Step 2. Install either XSWGR1100 (for servers) or QPK1100 (for workstations) from the
Support Plus 11.00 CD.

See the booklet accompanying the Support Plus CD for detailed instructions.

Your system will reboot.

Step 3. Mount the HP-UX Applications Software CD:

mount -F cdfs cdrom-device /cdrom

Step 4. Install the JFS 3.3 product with the following command:

swinstall -x autoreboot=true -s /cdrom  JFS

where /cdrom  is the mount-point where you mounted the HP-UX Applications CD.

Your system will reboot.

Step 5. Follow the procedures in “Installing HP OnLineJFS 3.3” (later in this document) to
obtain a license key for OnLineJFS and to install it.
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Installing HP OnLineJFS 3.3
HP OnLineJFS is the advanced optional product for the VxFS File System. You can use the
capabilities of HP OnLineJFS to perform certain key administrative tasks on mounted VxFS
file systems; this allows users on the system to perform their work uninterrupted.

These tasks include:

• Defragmenting a file system to regain performance.

• Resizing a file system.

• Creating a snapshot file system for backup purposes.

To install the HP OnLineJFS 3.3 product, you first need to obtain a license key.

NOTE  You need to obtain a license key even if you have purchased and installed a
previous version of OnLineJFS.

Obtaining a License Key for the HP OnLineJFS Product

The HP OnLineJFS product uses a runtime licensing mechanism. You must obtain a runtime
license key from HP to install and use HP OnlineJFS.

When you order HP OnLineJFS you receive a License Entitlement Certificate. The License
Key Request Form is on the back of the certificate.

NOTE If you cannot locate these documents or have questions about licensing, contact
Licensing Services at:

Hewlett-Packard World Wide Licensing Services

California, U.S.A.
Phone:  650-960-5111
fax:  650-960-5670
e-mail: hplicense@mayfield.hp.com
Hours:  Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm PST
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Grenoble, France
Phone:  +33.(0)4.76.14.15.29
fax:  +33.(0)4.76.14.25.15
e-mail: codeword_europe@hp-france-gen1.om.hp.com
Hours:  Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm GMT +1

You can redeem your license as follows:

Step 1. Get the model  and hostid  of the system(s) on which you will install HP
OnLineJFS.

To obtain the model , from the server system(s) run

model

To obtain the hostid , from the server system(s) run

uname -i

Step 2. Fill out the License File Request Form for each system and fax it to HP at the
appropriate number for you listed on the License Entitlement Certificate.

Alternatively, you may send the information to HP via e-mail or you may phone HP.
Use the e-mail address or phone number listed above or on the License Entitlement
Certificate.

You will receive your license key(s) by e-mail and fax within eight business hours.

Installing the HP OnLineJFS 3.3 Product

NOTE This procedure applies to installing OnLineJFS 3.3 on HP-UX 11.00 systems
only. For HP-UX 11.10 systems, refer to the HP OnLineJFS installation
instructions in HP-UX 11.10 Installation and Configuration Notes.

You can install HP OnLineJFS 3.3 with swinstall  as follows:

Step 1. Install the JFS product if it is not already installed; see “Installing JFS 3.3 on
HP-UX 11.00” for the procedure.
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NOTE To check if the JFS 3.3 product is installed, run:

swlist -l fileset JFS

If JFS 3.3 is installed, the output will include the following:

JFS 3.3 JFS 3.3 base filesystem
JFS.JFS-BASE-KRN 3.3 JFS 3.3 filesystem commands
JFS.JFS-BASE2-KRN 3.3 JFS 3.3 filesystem kernel libraries - 32 bit
JFS.JFS-ENG-A-MAN 3.3 JFS 3.3 filesystem man pages

If you get an error message, JFS 3.3 is not installed. See “Installing JFS 3.3 on
HP-UX 11.00” (earlier in this document) to install it.

Step 2. Remount the HP-UX Applications Software CD:

mount -F cdfs cdrom-device /cdrom

Step 3. Install the HP OnLineJFS product with the following command:

swinstall -x ask=true -s /cdrom  OnlineJFS

where /cdrom  is the mount-point where you mounted the Applications CD. You
must use the -x ask=true  argument to allow swinstall  to prompt you for the
license key.

NOTE You cannot use swinstall -i  to install OnLineJFS.

Step 4. Type in the 23-digit license key you received from HP Licensing Services. (See the
section “Obtaining a License Key for the HP OnLineJFS Product”.)

After the installation, OnlineJFS features will be immediately usable; no reboot is
needed.

Step 5. Check that OnLineJFS features were enabled:

/sbin/fs/vxfs3.3/vxenablef

vxenablef  displays the licensed features enabled in the kernel. If OnLineJFS
features are enabled, it will print the following:
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System is licensed for features
Full_VxFS HP_DMAPI

 If it does not show that OnLineJFS features are enabled, do steps 6 and 7.

Step 6. [Troubleshooting only] Run vxlicense  to enable OnLineJFS:

/sbin/vxlicense -c

Type in the 23-digit license key at the prompt.

Step 7. [Troubleshooting only] Run vxenablef  to complete enabling of OnLineJFS
features:

/sbin/fs/vxfs3.3/vxenablef -a

OnLineJFS features are usable without a reboot.

NOTE If you had an older version of OnLineJFS installed (B3929BA or B5118BA),
after you install HP OnLineJFS 3.3 (B3929CA or B5118CA), swlist  will list
two versions of OnLineJFS. When OnLineJFS 3.3 is installed, that is the
version that will be used.
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Removing JFS 3.3 and OnLineJFS 3.3
If you want to remove JFS 3.3 and/or OnLineJFS 3.3, you must remove the products in the
reverse order in which you installed them. You must first remove OnLineJFS, then JFS. It is
not necessary to remove the patches to use JFS 3.1, but if you choose to, you first must remove
the JFS 3.3 product(s).

NOTE If you remove JFS 3.3, you will no longer have access to any file systems that
have been upgraded to Version 4.
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Patches and Fixes Required for this Version
The following bundles provide the foundation for installing the JFS 3.3 file system and the
OnLine JFS 3.3 products:

• For servers: XSWGR1100 (HP-UX General Release Patches), available on the Support
Plus 11.00 media beginning March 2000

• For workstations: QPK1100 (Quality Pack for HP-UX 11.00), available on the Support Plus
11.00 media beginning June 2000

These bundles include patches that do the following for JFS 3.3:

• Add awareness that JFS ACLs exist, and handle them as HFS ACLs would be handled.
(ACL-aware)

• Enable the use of JFS ACL system calls. (ACL-enable)

• Wrap file system commands so that the correct commands are invoked for the type of
kernel running. (wrap cmd)

• Add awareness of the new disk layout in JFS 3.3, disk layout version 4. (V4 disk)

• Include patch dependencies for completeness. Patches in this category include the latest
fixes for JFS 3.1, which will be effective if JFS 3.3 is removed, thereby reinstating JFS 3.1
(the previous release of JFS on HP-UX 11.00.) (depend)

The following table lists the patches required for JFS 3.3 on HP-UX 11.00 and the purpose
and description of each. (Purposes are the abbreviations listed above.) These patches, or their
superseding patches, are included in XSWGR1100 and QPK1100. These patches are available
from the following locations:

• Support Plus CD.

• HP Software Depot, http://software.hp.com/SUPPORT_PLUS/

• IT Resource Center: http://ITresourcecenter.hp.com

• FTP servers:

ftp://us-support.external.hp.com or IP: 192.151.11.27 (for customers in Asia and
Americas) or

ftp://europe-support.external.hp.com  or IP: 192.6.76.201  (for customers in
Europe)
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Table 1-2. List of Patches Required for JFS 3.3 on 11.00

Patch # Purpose Patch Description

PHCO_18462 wrap cmd diskusg_vxfs(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18463 wrap cmd fscat(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18464 wrap cmd getext(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18465 wrap cmd setext(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18466 wrap cmd vxdump(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18467 wrap cmd vxrestore(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18468 wrap cmd vxupgrade(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18470 V4 disk df(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18471 V4 disk fstyp(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_18472 wrap cmd fs_wrapper(1M) Multiple VxFS versions

PHCO_18473 wrap cmd mount(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_19691 ACL-enable
wrap cmd
V4 disk

libc cumulative patch

PHCO_19623 V4 disk mount_hfs(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_19624 V4 disk mount_cdfs(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_20054 V4 disk LVM commands cumulative patch

PHCO_19656 V4 disk mkboot(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_19673 V4 disk fsck_hfs(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_19732 ACL-aware cumulative fbackup(1M)/frecover(1M) patch

PHCO_20026 ACL-aware cumulative cpio(1) patch

PHCO_20027 ACL-aware pax(1) cumulative patch

PHCO_20028 ACL-aware cumulative tar(1) patch
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PHCO_20029 ACL-aware cumulative cp(1) patch

PHCO_20030 ACL-aware enhance ln(1) to work with JFS ACLs

PHCO_20031 ACL-aware enhance ls(1) to work with JFS ACLs

PHCO_20032 ACL-aware enhance mv(1) to work with JFS ACLs

PHCO_20033 ACL-aware enhance rm(1) to work with JFS ACLs

PHCO_20034 ACL-aware enhance shar(1) to work with JFS ACLs

PHCO_20035 ACL-aware cumulative compact(1) patch

PHCO_20036 ACL-aware cumulative compress(1) patch

PHCO_20037 ACL-aware enhance compress(1) for JFS ACLs

PHCO_20038 ACL-aware cumulative pack(1) patch

PHCO_20039 ACL-aware enhance unpack(1) to work with JFS ACLs

PHKL_19991 ACL-enable fixes mmap & I/O coherency, enables JFS ACLs

PHCO_17556 depend fsck_vxfs(1M) cumulative patch

PHCO_17792 depend cumulative SAM/ObAM patch

PHKL_14252 depend SLVM (HA) cumulative patch

PHKL_17038 depend Data Page Fault when field vmtrace’ng fix

PHKL_18543 depend PM/VM/UFS/async/scsi/io/DMAPI/JFS/perf patch

PHKL_19800 depend fix unmount and MMF VxFS hangs

PHKL_19942 depend VxFS vx_iget performance improvement

PHKL_20016 depend 2nd CPU not recognized in G70/H70/I70

Table 1-2. List of Patches Required for JFS 3.3 on 11.00

Patch # Purpose Patch Description
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Software Availability in Native Languages
There is no information on non-English languages for JFS 3.3 and OnLineJFS 3.3.

Release Notes and manual pages will be available in Japanese.
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